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AGREEMENT betweeD the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF FILLMORE 
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, Fillmore, New York, hereinafter referred to aa 
the "Board" aDd FILLMORE FACULTY ASSOCIATION, hereinafter referred to 
aa the Association" 
- - ---- ---- -~- ----- -------------- ---~ --- --- -­
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION 
The Fillmore Central School Board of Education, having determined that 
the Fillmore Faculty Association is supported by a majority of the teachers in a 
unit composed of all professional certified personnel, including permanent 
substitutes who are contracted to work more than ninety (90) consecutive 
calendar days, and regularly employed part-time certified teachers, hereby 
recognizes the Association as having the exclusive right to negotiate for terms 
and conditions of employment, and the administration of Grievances arising 
thereunder for such unit. This unit shall exclude the Superintendent, 
Subordinate Administrators, Guidance Counselor, BOCES teachers and all per 
diem substitutes. Such recognition shall extend for the maximum period 
permissible under law. 
The Superintendent agrees not to negotiate with any other teacher 
organization other than the Association for the duration of this Agreement, 
unless another organization is certified by the Public Employment Relations 
Board. 
The term permanent substitute shall mean any teacher employed to fill a 
vacancy of a permanently employed teacher currently on extended leave of 
absence and shall not mean per diem substitutes hired on a daily basis. 
Although permanent substitutes are a part of the unit whenever they are 
employed for more than ninety (90) consecutive days, the period of 
hiring is at the option of the employer. 
ARTICLE II - RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEACHER ASSOCIATION 
A. The Association shall have the use of the bulletin boards in the 
teachers' faculty room(s) and/or mailrooms. Where no such room exists space 
for hanging a bulletin board will be provided. The Association shall have the 
right to use the teachers' mailboxes for the dissemination of Association 
authorized information. 
B. The Fillmore Central School District (District) will make one (1) 
deduction each pay period for Fillmore Faculty Association (Association) dues 
from the wages of those employees who have filed with the Board Office signed, 
appropriate, Deduction Authorization Forms therefore. These deductions shall 
be continuous until such time as the employee cancels them in writing. From 
the \vages of each employee who does not have a Dues Deduction Authorization 
Form on file, the District will make one (1) deduction each pay period for agency 
fee. Not later than July 1st of each fiscal year, the Association shall certify, in 
writing, to the Board Office, the amount of any change in Association dues or 
agency fee for that fiscal year. The District shall transmit to the Association all 
moneys so deducted at the end of each pay period. Each transmittal shall 
~ __ " __ __ includ~ _a_li~t 9f the employees and the amount deducted for each. The 
---Association sha.1f hola-th-e- District-harmless-agalI1st-any -arid-alf-c19.iiris; lferilands- - :. 
and liabilities arising out of the operation of this paragraph. The Association 
certifies to the Board that it will establish and maintain a refund procedure that 
complies with existing mandates of law. 
C. NYSUT officers and representatives when visiting the school shall 
register in the office. 
D. The Board will not furnish office space or consumable supplies for the 
Association's use. The Association may use the school building for meetings 
upon notifying the central office. All meetings will be held outside of school 
hours. The Association shall have the opportunity to convene one (1) business 
meeting a month commencing at 3: 15 p.m._without conflicting scheduled 
professional meetings unless unavoidable District needs arise. 
E. Teachers will be paid on a biweekly basis. The first payroll for teachers 
shall be the first Friday of the Fall Semester that teacher attendance is required, 
regardless of the regular payroll schedule. The frrst payment shall be Starting 
Salary/26 or one half starting salary, divided by 26. If the following Friday is a 
regularly scheduled payday then the payment for teachers will be a regular 
contract salary pay minus the first payment. If the next regularly scheduled 
payday falls on the third Friday in this sequence, then the payment for teachers 
will be a regular contract salary. 
1.	 Compensation for co-curricular and extra-curricular activities shall 
be paid by additional payments to be included in regular 
paychecks. Advisors or coaches will have the option of 1 or 2 
payments for the supervised activity, one-half pay at mid-season 
and one-half pay at activity end; or the full payments at activity 
end. 
Junior/Senior Class advisors may claim one-third (1/3) of the 
stipend in June of the Junior year, 1/3 in January of the Senior 
year and 1/3 in June of the Senior year or the total stipend at the 
end of the Senior year for that class. 
2.	 Payment for supervision of extracurricular activities will be as set 
forth in Appendix D. 
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~ F. Payroll deductions will be available for the Credit Union, for Tax 
Sheltered Annuity Plans, and other types of payroll withholding plans. Tax 
Sheltered Annuity Plans will be limited to a maximum of five (5). 
ARTICLE III . TEACHER RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
__ _ ..J' - ---­ ---------------~--~--~~~~~_. 
1. The Board affirms the right of any teacher to review at any 
reasonable time all of his/her personnel records maintained by 
the various agencies of the District. The Association affll"Ills the 
right of the Board and the administration to remove from said 
fues, prior to teacher review, only those letters of reference 
originating from outside the District, prior to initial employment, 
which are determined to be of a confidential nature. 
2. No material that would be objectionable to that teacher's 
continued employment will be placed in the teacher's personnel 
file without prior knowledge of the teacher. Signing of this 
material only indicates that the teacher has seen the material, 
but does not necessarily mean agreement with the content. No 
comments will be added after the teacher has affIXed his/her 
signature. The refusal of a teacher to sign does not prevent 
entering material in the folder. However, the teacher can file a 
protest to the item and attach it to the item in dispute. If a 
teacher does not return within five (5) days of receipt the 
document to be signed indicating that it is going into the 
personnel file, then the administration may add said document 
to the personnel file with a statement that said document was in 
the hands of the teacher for five (5) workdays, without being 
returned and being signed acknowledging receipt of same, 
therefore, said form was being placed in the personnel file. 
3. The teacher will have the right, during normal business hours, 
to review the contents of his/her personnel file and to be 
supplied with a copy of any material contained therein. The 
date of this review will be duly recorded. 
4. A teacher will be entitled to have a representative of the 
Association accompany him/her during this file review. 
v. Teachers will have the right to submit a written answer to any 
material placed in their file and said answer will be attached to 
l 
the file copy of the material it is answering. 
6. No evaluation material shall be placed in the personnel file of 
any teacher who is no longer in the employ of the District 
without written agreement by the formerly employed teacher or 
the Association President. 
7.	 No unsigned or anonymous notes, letters, or complaints will be 
placed in the teacher's personnel file. 
"-_ ..	 _._- ­
~ - -- - ~ - - - -- - -- - --- -'- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- -- -- --- -- -- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- .:... - - - - ­
ARTICLE IV • WORKDAY, PREPARATION TIME AND FACILITIES 
A. Members of the professional staff shall make provisions for effective 
instruction by arriving each day at their assigned building at a time adequate to 
make preparation for their professional duties and responsibilities and shall 
remain for a period of time after dismissal of the student body until professional 
duties and responsibilities are completed. A staff member's mandatory workday, 
as defmed above, will be seven (7) hours and thirty (30) minutes, with exceptions 
noted in Article V. The workday will begin at 8:00 a.m. and conclude at 3:30 
p.m. All teachers will be assigned to hallway or outside sidewalk supervision 
duties from 8:00 a.m. to 8: 15 a.m. This will be done on a rotational basis as 
developed by the administration. Each teacher will_rotate on a week-long basis 
approximately every ten (10) weeks. There would be a total of six (6) individuals 
assigned to the halls and the sidewalks each day. 
B. 
1.	 Each elementary teacher shall have a duty-free lunch period of 
thirty (30) minutes duration when assigned continuous duty in 
excess of five (5) hours. 
2.	 A minimum of one preparation period per day will be provided 
for secondary teachers that equals or exceeds the length of 
regular instructional periods. 
3.	 Based on the present schedule of nine (9) periods a day, no 
secondary teacher will be assigned more than six and one-half 
(6-1/2) periods per day, including study hall and other 
supelVisory responsibilities. For the purposes of interpreting 
Section B, Special Teachers (P.E., i.e. music, library) will be 
classified as either secondary or elementary depending on where 
the majority of assignments are. 
4.	 All elementary teachers will have a minimum of forty (40) 
minutes in every school day for preparation time. No block of 
less than forty (40) minutes can be counted as preparation time. 
C. The Board agrees to maintain faculty room(s.) However, in the event 
that non-instructional space is required for instructional use, the Superintendent 
shall meet with the Association Building Representative to discuss a possible 
solution to the problem. 
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~	 shall meet with the Association Building Representative to discuss a possible 
solution to the problem. 
Such discussions will also take place with regard to any possible 
changes in faculty facilities. The role of the teacher in these discussions will be 
that of consultant. The ~up~Ij!lJ:~tld~nLshallhaveJ:he.right-of-tinal decision.- -k- - - - - -­
-------- Is·recogn1iicfthatthe-Caculty is a concerned party and its opinion shall be given
 
careful consideration. In any event, a faculty room will be provided.
 
D. Instructional days and/or conference days shall not exceed one 
hundred eighty-four (184) days. The District may schedule up to three of the 
above days as in-service days on the Monday through Thursday in the week 
before Labor Day. 
One of the days in the week before Labor Day will be set aside for 
department and grade level planning, curriculum work or individual teacher 
classroom work. If the school calendar has an early dismissal at the end of the 
first semester, such time will be used for individual and group grading and 
classroom purposes. 
E. With the understanding that technology should enhance the quality 
and relevance of the educational program, while insuring effective use of our 
resources, the District and the Association will support the use of educational 
technology and the delivery of instruction. This could include Distance Learning. 
1.	 The parties agree that "Distance Learning" involves bargaining Unit 
work in sending classes only. The use of the Distance Learning 
Program shall not directly cause any bargaining unit member to be 
laid off or reduced from full-time to part-time employment. 
2.	 Teacher participation in the Distance Learning program shall be 
voluntary. 
3.	 Distance Learning equipment shall not be used to monitor teacher 
performance or to evaluate unit members in place of current 
contractual provisions. 
4.	 Distance Learning Program positions shall be posted. 
5.	 If there is no adult supervision in the receiving school, the sending 
teacher shall be responsible for informing their own school office of 
acts of misconduct observed and the office will be responsible for 
notifying the administration of the receiving schools. 
6.	 Tapes of lessons broadcast will only be utilized by the District in the 
school years that they are broadcast and for students who are enrolled 
in the course. 
(.-~,f\.ii..  ~ 7.	 The teacher shall not be responsible for technical installation or 
maintenance of equipment utilized in the Distance Learning Project. 
8.	 The grading of Distance Learning student participants shall be the 
domain of the instructor. However, the instructor shall not be 
-~ ---- --~- -- .- ~ ---~ --- ---re-sponSfble for-translating-graaes into-ci -receiving -district's -grading - - - - - - - ~ - - ­
system. 
9.	 Distance Learning is designed primarily for enrichment purposes. No 
credit bearing course will be offered via distance learning that will 
result in any loss or reduction in faculty positions. 
10.	 A sending teacher who instructs a course beyond a seven hour twenty 
minute day and in addition to his/her regular assignment will be 
remunerated at a professional hourly rate of twenty-five dollars 
($25.00) per hour. One hour of preparation time will be paid for each 
three (3) hours of class time. 
F. Any changes made by the District in the teacher's handbook for a 
new school year will be highlighted to the faculty either verbally or in writing on 
the first day of the new year or in the first scheduled faculty meeting. 
G. hi accordance with the new mentoring requirements as outlined in 
the New York State Commissioner of Education Regulations, discussions will 
occur with a committee representing the Association and District in regards to 
the negotiable aspects of the District's mentoring plan. 
ARTICLE V . AFTER SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITIES 
A. Teachers shall not be required to remain beyond the regular
 
workday, except as follows:
 
1.	 Building Faculty Meetings or District-Wide Meetings. 
a.	 A faculty communications team selected by the Association 
President (5 members or less) and 2 Administrators and/or Board 
members will meet when either side gives notice but no more than 
once per month, unless mutually agreed upon. 
2.	 Department Meetings. 
3.	 Extra help classes. 
-t.	 Attendance at "Open House Night", similar community attended 
functions and assigned chaperoning and advisorship duties. 
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5. Individual Parent Teacher Conferences. 
B. During the evening(s) of the regularly scheduled Elementary Teacher
 
Parent Conferences, the elementary teacher shall be free to leave when they have
 
completed their last scheduled conference. During the afternoon conference(s)
 
. th.ey' may lea\!'e_aft.e~_a~~~uledconference.s r hut-not- earlier than--3:-1-5- p-;m.- ~The-- -- - -- - ... 
w-eek alter the regularly scheduled Elementary Teacher Parent Conferences all of 
the elementary teachers shall be free to arrive at school at 8: 10 a.m. each day 
and to leave school at 3: 15 p.m. each day. 
C. The responsibilities of Department Chairs and Grade Level Chairs
 
will be regularly rotated among eligible staff members.
 
ARTICLE VI • LEAVE ALLOWANCE REGULATIONS 
The leave allowance regulations are set forth in Appendix A. 
ARTICLE VII . SABBATICAL LEAVE 
Sabbatical leave will be granted in accordance with Appendix E. 
ARTICLE VIII . ATTENDANCE AT PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES AND
 
CONVENTIONS
 
A. The Board affirms its responsibility to promote the professional
 
growth of its personnel. To this end, all professional staff members may attend
 
those conferences deemed by the Superintendent to contribute to professional
 
growth. Application for attendance at such conferences and/or conventions shall
 
be made through the Superintendent, to the Board, in accordance with any
 
specific date for registration.
 
B. Whenever funds for attending a conference are not available, and a
 
teacher is nevertheless willing to defray the cost of attending the conference for
 
which approval has been granted, a substitute teacher will be provided.
 
ARTICLE IX . MILEAGE ALLOWANCE 
Reimbursement for mileage expenses shall be set forth in Appendix B. 
ARTICLE X - TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE AND FEATURES 
A. Salary increases in each year of the contract will be a combination of 
a flat dollar amount and a percentage of the unit member's previous year's base 
salary. The distribution in the final three (3) years shall be based upon the staff 
of record as of 9/15/08•. 
- -- -:... -'- - -- ~ -- .- ":...- ~ - -- - - :::... ~ ..:..... -- -- -- _::.. - -- "'- _ -- - - :.... :.- :.... ::... - :::... _ ::.. ....::- :.... ~ ....::. _ ~ _ -..:. .::.:.. -=- __- _ -' _ ..: _- _ ~ ..: ..: _- _-_- ....:.-...::. -= ~ -= _~ _- __- __- _- __ .-co _- _~ _- _ 
2008-09 Flat dollar (4.6%) plus 0 % total 4.6% 
2009-10 Flat dollar (4.7%) plus 0 % total 4.7% 
2010-11 Flat dollar (3.0%) plus 1.5% total 4.5% 
2011-12 Flat dollar (3.0%) plus 1.5% total 4.5% 
2012-13 Flat dollar (3.0%) plus 1.75% total 4.75% 
B. The flat dollar increases as mentioned in (A) above shall be equal to 
Two thousand and ninety Dollars ($2,090) in 2008-09; Two Thousand Two 
Hundred and thirty-three Dollars ($2,233) in 2009-10; One Thousand Four 
Hundred and ninety three Dollars ($1,493) in 2010-11; One Thousand Five 
Hundred sixty Dollars ($1,560) in 2011-12 and One Thousand Six Hundred 
thirty Dollars ($1,630) in 2012-13. 
C. The starting salary for a new full time teacher shall be no less than 
the following: 
2008-09 $34,250 
2009-10 $35,000 
2010-11 $35,750 
2011-12 $36,500 
2012-13 $37,250 
D. Teachers' salary features will be set forth in Appendix C. 
E. All unit members employed for less than full-time shall receive 
compensation and all benefits provided for in Appendix A, Appendix F, and 
Article XII in the same percentage as that teacher's percentage of a full-time 
teacher. Part-time teachers who were eligible for full benefit coverage in the prior 
school year and who are employed at least fifty percent (50%) of the load of a full­
time teacher will receive the same benefit coverage as full-time teachers. Other 
part-time teachers will receive benefits on a pro-rata basis. 
F. When prior authorization is received for reimbursement and proper 
receipts are submitted to the business office within (10) school days of such 
expense, but in no case later than June 30 of the school year, teachers shall be 
reimbursed for meals and other expenses incurred by the teacher for attending 
approved training, student programs or other District business. 
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ARTICLE XI • EXTRA·CURRICULAR SALARY SCHEDULE 
Appointments of extra-curricular advisors and coaches shall be made by 
the Board of Education annually. Members of the bargaining unit are 
encouraged to apply for such positions on or before June I, and if qualified, shall 
be given preference f~x: ~~ -P-Q~iti9nJ:l~ 0 TheoBQatd ~Lappoint-e the mast qualified- ~ - ­
- - c c ~ c - - ,- C certified-appllcant foi each-position. All advisors and coaches appointed to such 
positions shall be compensated in accordance with the schedule set forth in 
Appendix D. 
ARTICLE XII - GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM 
A. For unit members hired prior to July 1, 1997, the District will 
provide, health insurance coverage through a self-funded health care plan 
(hereinafter called the "Plan" or "PPO") or through the Blue Cross Traditional 
Point of Service Plan (hereinafter called the POS). These unit members will 
contribute to the PPO and the POS according to the following: 
PPO 0% Contribution 2008-09 
10% Contribution thereafter 
POS 0% Contribution 
For unit members hired on or after July I, 1997 until June 30, 
2003, the District will provide, health insurance coverage through a self-funded 
health care plan (hereinafter called the "Plan" or ·PPO") or through the Blue 
Cross Traditional Point of Service Plan (hereinafter called the POS). These unit 
members will contribute to the PPO and the POS according to the following: 
PPO 10% Contribution 
POS 0% Contribution 
For unit members hired from July 1,2003 to June 30,2008, the 
District will provide health insurance coverage through a PPO or through the 
POS. These unit members will contribute to the PPO and POS according to the 
following terms: 
PPO 10% Contribution 
POS 10% Contribution 
For unit members hired on or after July 1, 2008, the District will 
provide health insurance coverage through the POS. These unit members will 
contribute to the pas according to the follo'Ning terms: 
pas 10% Contribution 
The contributions will be deducted from regular biweekly paychecks. 
Unit members enrolled in the PPO for the 2007-2008 school year and G:'.J 
who enroll in the pas for the 2008-2009 school year, shall receive fifty percent \.;' 
(500/0) of the District savings. Shared savings shall be computed after the 
applicable unit member's contribution. This savings will be received as salary 
stipend and paid with regular bi-weekly paychecks. 
''-- - -- -- - '- a-'- -1ffor- ariyreaSOrt thecPlan- or -POS~ceases~taexist,- orcthe--District- ~ - ~-- ~- --. -- ­
should decide to discontinue participation in the Plan, the District will provide 
coverage, to the best of its ability, equal to, or better, than the Plan's coverage 
either through Blue Cross or Blue Shield of Western New York. If said equal or 
better coverage is not obtainable, either through Blue Cross or Blue Shield, then 
the District may substitute a Plan provided by Blue Cross or Blue Shield that 
best equals the existing Plan or betters same, that is available either through 
Blue Cross or Blue Shield. 
C. The Plan shall provide a Drug Prescription Plan without 
contraceptives with a Ten Dollar ($10.00) co-pay provision for name brand drugs, 
a Four Dollar ($4.00) co-pay provision for generic brand drugs and a One Dollar 
($1.00) co-pay provision for drugs that are mail ordered. 
D. The Plan document is herein incorporated by reference. 
E. Any complaints under the Plan or pas with respect to its (:'­
interpretation or application must be processed through the "Claim Review ,­
Procedure" set forth in the plan document. If the matter is not settled to the 
employee's satisfaction, then within thirty (30) days of the written answer from 
the governing committee, the Association may submit the issue directly to Stage 
4 of the Grievance Procedure. The Plan Administrator will furnish the 
Association with all pertinent data related to the disputed subject to the 
provisions of G below. 
F. All data obtained by the Plan Administrator with respect to 
insurance claims shall be considered confidential and shall not be released to a 
third party without the express, written consent of the employee(s) affected. Any 
health data obtained by the Plan may not be used to discipline or dismiss an 
employee. 
G. Any employee who leaves the employment of the District (other than 
an employee who retires) or whose services are terminated shall be offered the 
right of conversion for health insurance coverage regardless of insurability. If the 
employee is refused coverage, he/she may continue to participate in the Plan at 
his/her own expense in which case the District may require proof of rejection of 
insurance. If the former employee is offered insurance, including coverage for 
preexisting conditions, but chooses not to purchase the same, the Plan is not 
obligated to provide coverage. 
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The Plan will accept responsibility for the coverage of a preexisting 
condition until the conversion plan coverage for said condition shall apply. 
H. The Plan will adhere to and comply with all laws governing health 
insurance in the State of New York. 
~ ~ ~ 
:- - -c - - - - -- -1-; - =- -Einployee-s-who"suoinitdafms 1ri-accordanc~ with the procedures 
established by the Plan shall have said claims paid (to the extent of the coverage 
provided) in a timely manner so that the employee shall suffer no financial loss 
as a result of the slow payment of a claim. 
J. For new employees, coverage under the POS shall be automatic and 
effective upon their first day of emploYment unless the employee declines the 
coverage, in writing. Such a waiver shall be filed in the employee's personnel 
folder. An employee may reconsider and join the POS_at a later date by notifying 
the employer, in writing, of his/her desire for coverage. Coverage under the POS 
will commence either: a) on the first day of the month following the employer's 
open enrollment period (June 1 to June 30)', or b) as soon as allowed by the POS 
plan for a qualifying event. 
K. An employee, whose spouse works for the same District, or, another 
School District participating in the Plan, may enroll in the Plan with no lapse in 
• coverage if his/her spouse's coverage ceases for any reason. 
L. The District will pay for individual coverage in the District health 
care program for each person who retires from the District after July 1, 1992.. 
until age sixty-five (65). The retiree may cover his/her spouse upon payment of 
the appropriate premium to the District. An individual must be fifty-five (55) 
years or older (or retire under an approved local or state retirement incentive if 
under age 55) and must retire and apply for and receive New York State 
Teachers' Retirement in order to receive this benefit at the time of the employee's 
departure from the District. 
However, effective July I, 2009 the District will pay for individual 
coverage up to the cost of the single POS plan at retirement to be applied to a 
District health insurance plan for each person who retires from the District on or 
after July 1, 2009 until Medicare eligible under current standards. The retiree 
may cover his/her spouse upon payment of the appropriate premium to the 
District. An individual must retire and apply for and receive New York State 
Teachers' Retirement and be eligible for full retirement without reduction in order 
to receive this benefit at the time of the employee's departure from the District. 
M. Any teacher eligible for family health insurance coverage may elect to 
receive a stipend in lieu of health care coverage. This stipend shall be a One 
thousand six hundred dollars ($1 ,600Lannual payment and will be paid in equal 
installments as part of the regular check. A teacher may opt in or out of the Plan 
by notifying the District prior to July 1 of each year, or in the case of a new 
employee, at the time of hiring. 
N. The District shall establish a flexible spending or Cafeteria Plan
 
under Section 125 of the IRS code based on the plan language attached hereto as
 
. ". "Exhibit A..The District shall provide the cost of administration of the Plan.
 
. .. - . -- Teadie·rs·"lilian-tie"arrowed to ·coIltIibute up- to "Tfuee--ThousaridDollaiS- ~$-3 ,000)'· - - - _:. "- :. . 
per year for medical and/or Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) per year for child 
care. The District will retain all funds which are forfeited under the Plan. The 
District will contribute Five Hundred Dollars ($500Lto the Plan for each teacher 
annually. 
O. All unit members will have an open enrollment period for the Plan or 
POS in June of each year. 
ARTICLE XIII· GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
1. A Grievance is a claim by a unit member or group of unit
 
members that an expressed provision of this Contract has been violated.
 
2. If a grievance affects a unit member or a group of unit members 
and appears to be associated with system-wide policies, it may be submitted by 
the Association at Stage 2. 
3. If an alleged violation of this Agreement is to be flIed in written' 
form, it must be done so at Step 2 within thirty (30) calendar days from the time 
of the alleged grievance. A Grievance not so filed will be deemed waived. 
4. Grievances pursued to Step 4 and 5 must be brought by the 
Association, with the written consent of the aggrieved party, if other than the 
Association. 
5. Procedures: 
The purpose of this procedure is to secure at the lowest possible 
administrative level solutions to grievances which may from time to time arise. 
These procedures will be kept as informal as may be appropriate at any step of 
the procedure. 
Step 1 - A teacher who has a grievance will discuss it with the building 
principal with the objective of resolving the matter informally. If a 
teacher is working through a representative, the teacher must be 
present during discussions of the grievances. 
Step 2 - If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to 
writing and presented to the supervisor with whom it was discussed 
informally who shall, within five (5) school days after the day on 
15 
which he received the written grievance, present to the teacher and 
the Association a written decision on the grievance. 
Step 3 - A written presentation to the Superintendent by the aggrieved or 
his/her agent. The presentation will include the name and position 
of the aggrieved party, the viola.t~on of theJabo_r Agr~~meI!t by-_A(tic1e__ -_ '- _ 
-- -- - - - -- --andSection-Numoei-;-flle-tfme-arid the-placewhere the alleged events 
or conditions constituting the Grievance occurred, the identity of the 
party responsible for causing said events or conditions, and a 
general statement of the nature of the Grievance, and redress sought 
by the aggrieved party. This is to be answered within five (5) working 
days. Although passing on of the grievance to this step requires that 
it only be done in written form, if at the time of the passing the 
aggrieved party also requests to give verbal explanation, the 
Superintendent will listen to that explanation at a time designated by 
the Superintendent not to exceed five (5) workdays from the request 
for the verbal explanation before rendering a decision. If a verbal 
explanation is scheduled the Superintendent will formally answer 
the grievance within five (5) workdays of the explanation. 
Step 4- A Hearing before the Board of Education (with the same provisions
 
as stated in part (b). The Board will conduct a Hearing within fifteen
 
(15) working days after filing with the District Clerk presentation of 
the aggrieved party to the Board. 
Step 5- Binding Arbitration. The Arbitrator will be selected by mutual
 
agreement of the Board and the aggrieved party if the parties have
 
not resolved the grievance at a lower level. Cost of such Arbitration
 
shall be shared equally by the parties. The Arbitrator shall be
 
without authority to add to or modify any of the terms of this
 
Contract and shall be prohibited from making any award violative of
 
the law of the State of New York or of the public policy of the State of
 
New York.
 
Step 6 - If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator, or to obtain
 
such a commitment, within twenty (20) working days of the request
 
for arbitration a request for a list of arbitrators will be made to the
 
Public Employee Relations Board. The parties will then be bound by
 
the rules and procedures of PERB in the selection of an arbitrator.
 
6. In each of the above steps, upon receipt of an answer, the
 
aggrieved will advise the Board of Education or administration within five (5)
 
working days if he/ she wishes to refer the Grievance to the next successive step.
 
Any Grievance not so referred will be considered closed. Consequently, if the
 
School does not answer the aggrieved as to its decision at any step of the
 
Grievance Procedure within the prescribed time limit, the aggrieved may move
 
the issue to the next stage.
 
1":: 
ARTICLE XlV . ASSIGNMENTS AND RETIRING TEACHERS 
A. Extra duties of teachers, except chaperoning, which involve financial 
consideration will be specified in the teacher's Notice of Salary. Determination of 
assignments must be made prior to June 15 of the preceding Agreement year. 
This determination of assignments must be accompanied by a letter of intent 
~.~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~froni :~iri.dividuB.f requesfing~sucn--exti'acunieular assigIunen~-· If·-detetminatien--­
cannot be made by June 15 due to lack of personnel, a new Contract will be 
made. 
B. Department Heads will be formally designated by the Superintendent 
each September. With this Notice will be a schedule of dates for submission of 
reports of Department Meetings (four (4) per year.) 
c. Proposed changes in course curriculum shall be communicated to 
the faculty within a reasonable period of time prior to the implementation of the 
change in curriculum. 
D. The final year's salary of a retiring teacher shall be determined on 
the basis of unused sick leave. This is to be on a percentage basis of unused 
sick leave to the maximum allowable accumulation minus ten (10) days (210 
days - 10 days = 200 days) and to be no greater than twenty percent (20%) 
increase in the final salary. To be eligible for this payment, teachers must give ( . 
written notice to the District of their intent to retire at least one year and one day 
prior to the effective date of retirement. The Board may waive this requirement in 
consideration of State sponsored early retirement incentive programs or other 
considerations. If a formal submission of retirement notice is not subsequently 
carried out by mutual agreement of the Board of Education and the teacher, this 
payment shall be construed as an advance in pay and will be returned to the 
Board of Education by salary reduction in current or subsequent years. 
(Unused Sick Leave Reimbursement Maximum/200 x 20% x Annual Salary 
= Payment.) 
Maximum accumulation = 210 days 
Maximum reimbursement= 200 days 
Example: Employee has final salary of $48,000 and 160 sick days 
accumulated: 
160/200 = .80 x .20 = .16 x $48,000 = $7,680 
A. Retiring classes of unit members shall have the opportunity to participate 
in a 403B Discriminatory Plan. 
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ARTICLE XV - SICK LEAVE BANK 
Provision of this Article will be set forth in Appendix F. 
ARTICLE XVI- NEGOTlA-TIllG-EROCEDUREa--~ - -- ---. --~ .-_. - ­~---
A. Ground rules for all future negotiations between the Board and the 
Association will follow along the following guidelines: 
1.	 Prefer informal negotiations with one (1) chief spokesman for each 
side. 
2.	 There be mutual exchange of information (needed) for clarification on 
both sides. 
3.	 At the conclusion of each negotiating session we mutually agree to set 
the date, time and place of the next negotiating session and the 
agenda of the next session. 
4.	 All proposals to be submitted in writing, and once submitted no 
additional proposals can be added. There will be a mutual exchange 
of proposals at the first negotiating session. 
5.	 There shall be no news or press releases unless mutually agreed as to 
what is used and the contents of said release. 
6.	 Right to caucus. 
7.	 The right to each party to choose personnel pertinent to negotiating 
sessions, independent of criticism from the other party. 
8.	 As soon as a total package is agreed to, there shall be a Memorandum 
of Agreement which includes all items agreed upon which will be 
initialed by all parties and taken to the Association and Board of 
Education for ratification and approval by both parties, whereupon the 
Agreement shall be fmally approved. If the Association or the Board of 
Education should fail to approve the Contract, then negotiations shall 
resume. 
9.	 Upon ratification by both parties, a written Contract shall be 
reproduced and reviewed by the negotiating teams prior to distribution 
of said Contract to all employees. 
10. The employer shall be responsible for reproducing the negotiated 
Contract for the purpose of distribution of said Contract for all 
employees. 
c 
11.	 Either party may request that negotiations begin and such request 
shall be made no later than February 15th. The first meeting shall 
take place within a reasonable length of time of the request at a place 
mutually agreed upon. 
12.	 Meetings shall be limited to a maximum of two (2) hours, exclusive of 
-- -- -- - -- caucus tlme: uh1esseXtenaea~Dy mutUal agreement---- --­-- - --- - --- --- ---'- ------­
13.	 These ground rules will remain in effect for all future negotiations 
unless changed by mutual agreement. 
14.	 Both parties shall be represented at the negotiating table by a person 
or persons empowered to make initial tentative agreements. 
ARTICLE XVII . TEACHER EVALUATION 
Policies regarding teacher evaluation procedures: 
A. All classroom monitoring or observation of perfonnance of a teacher 
will be conducted openly and with full knowledge of the teacher. For classroom 
observations, prior arrangements will be made with the classroom teacher as to 
the placement of the observer in the room, nature of the lesson, and level of (; 
participation expected of the observer for the comfort of both the teacher and the 
observer. 
B. A teacher who has been formally observed shall take part in a 
conference with the observer within five (5) workdays after the observation. 
C. A teacher shall receive a written report after having conferred with 
the observer within ten (10) workdays, but no longer than twenty (20) days 
following the observation. 
D. Upon receipt of the written evaluation, the teacher shall sign it. This 
signature indicates the teacher has read the evaluation and discussed it with the 
observer. It does not indicate acceptance or rejection of the contents of the 
evaluation. The signed evaluations, as well as any written comments of the 
teacher, if requested by the teacher, shall become a part of the personnel file. 
E. All other formal observations or monitoring of a teacher's 
performance which are to become a part of the personnel file shall follow the 
procedures outlined in B, C, and D above. 
F. Ethical Practices: 
Teachers will be informed by the procedures in 8, C, and D above of 
any oral or written criticisms by other than administrative personnel which shall 
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~:	 become a part of their personnel file. This includes the right to offer a written
 
response to the material in question.
 
G. Non-tenure teachers will be observed and formally evaluated at least 
twice a school year. 
--- - ------ -- -- --rr.- ---The-tenn "ODServer" -sna11mean -anadmiriisirat()1~ -and.,-i~ the ev~~t -~f - ,., - - - ­
any oral or written criticism by other than administrative personnel, the observer 
shall have the obligation to inform the teacher, in writing, of such criticism, in 
accordance with B, C, and D above. 
1. Procedures and practices provided for in this Article will relate only 
to formal, scheduled evaluations of teachers. This provision in no way relates to 
observations by administrators of the functions and activities of a teacher which 
are observed in the regular course of the administrator's duties and 
responsibilities. 
ARTICLE XVIII - ENTIRETY 01' AGREEMENT 
A. The covenants hereby entered into shall constitute the entire 
agreement between the parties hereto. Further, it is agreed that the Board shall

'" supply the President of the Association with a complete collection of the
"'''.i':j'~" "
€ 
aforementioned documents, which shall be in force as of the inception of this 
Agreement. . 
B. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this 
Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by 
amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefore shall not be 
effective until appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
C. It is agreed by and between the parties that if any clause, sentence, 
paragraph, section or part of this Agreement shall be adjudged by any Court of 
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect, impair or 
invalidate the remainder thereof, (unless such clause, sentence, paragraph, 
section or part shall go to the essence of this Agreement,) but shall be confined in 
its operation to the clause, sentence, paragraph, section or part thereof directly 
involved in the controversy in which such judgment shall have been rendered. 
c.
 
ARTICLE XIX - DURATION AND REOPENER 
This Agreement shall be effective on July 1,2008 and shall continue 
in full force and effect until June 30, 2013. 
-- - _ _... __ __IN WITNESS WliEREOf, ~h~ parties l;1aveexe~u.ted_~is document by 
- u - - ­ -thdf dtily autlionzeafepre-sentativeS-6fi - - --lIfl.l~- - i -- - ~ ~008:- -- _.:. _.:. _.:. _.:.. - -- .~.:..:. -.:. •. 
President, Fillmore Faculty Association Date 
Date 
( 
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APPENDIX A - LEAVE ALLOWANCE REGULATIONS 
Entitlement 
Bxc••decS Or 
Abs.nce Not 
Special-Condition Bnt~tl.m.n; De4uc-tion~---- -- Appro-vecS­
1. Annual Leave: Sick 
Leave for all purposes 
listed under this 
Appendix. 
2. Definition of Term: 
Days - only days on 
which school is in 
session. Except as 
noted under 
Military Leave. 
3. Personal Illness: 
Submission of Me 
Certificate explaining 
nature of illness 
after three (3) 
consecutive days of 
absence if requested. 
11 days per 
year to be earned 
at the rate of 
1.1 days per month 
from September to 
June. Sick days 
may be accumulated 
to a maximum of 
210 days. 
Teachers who have 
announced their 
intention of 
retiring and who 
have previously 
reached the maximum 
accumulation of 200 
days will be granted 
10 more sick days 
to be used during 
their final year. 
A Fillmore teacher 
would not be docked 
for use of this years 
sick days over 
personal supply earned 
until their last paycheck 
of the school year. 
Any unused Sick time 
part of be deducted 
accumulated on a "Sick 
allowance. Day for '/lork­
ing day 
basis" frem 
accumulated 
allowance .. 
1/200 of 
yearly 
salary for 
each day 
absence. 
\- ­
APPENDIX A - LBAVB ALLOWANCB REGULATIONS 
Bntitlement 
Exceeded Or 
Absence Not 
Special-Condition Bntitlement Deductions Approved 
- ~ 4~. -- Spee-f~~ MedicaL - -- ~ -­ ~ -­ ~ _Number_of _­ -__ ~ _Nu_mP~;' __ Q-!; _- _­ __-_ -: _~a_m_e_~~ __ - _ 
Treatment or days days to be above. 
Examination: necessary deducted from 
Approved only if accumulated 
treatment or allowance. 
examination can only 
be obtained during 
working hours. 
5. Quarantine: On Duration of Same as Same as 
Doctor's Order due to quarantine above. above. 
illness caused by a as determined 
contagious disease of by doctor or 
resident member of medical 
household. inspector. 
6. Professional or Any unused Same as Same as 
Civil Service part of above. above. 
Examination: personal day 
Approved only if the allowance. 
examination must take 
place during the 
regular working hours. 
Notify Immediate 
Supervisor in 
writing in advance. 
7. Jury Duty: Notice Number of Jury fee Not 
of Jury duty must be days required. deducted applicable. 
submitted to from salary 
Superintendent. on per diem 
basis. 
8. Court Appearance: Number of No deduction Not 
Notify Immediate days necessary from applicable. 
Supervisor, in writing, accumulated 
in advance (al if allowance 
School District is for (al 
involved and employee proceeding. 
is a party or 
witness to the action 
as long as the employee 
is not a witness in any 
proceedings against the 
District or on behalf 
of a ~arty against the 
District inclading 
3C20-a Proceedings, or ( 
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® APPENDIX A - LBAVB ALLOWANCE RBGULATIONS 
special-Condition Bntitlement Deduction. 
Bntitlement 
Exceeded Or 
Ab.ence Not 
Approved. 
--~---~-----~------~--~- ~ ~ ~ 
(b) if employee is 
involved as a Plaintiff 
or Defendant in an 
action not involving 
the School district. 
9. Illness in immediate 
family, relations or 
substitute parent, as 
defined as spouse, 
children, employee's 
mother, father, sister 
or brother. 
(b) Relation is 
defined as 
grandparents, 
mother/father-in-law. 
(c) Substitute parent 
applied when the 
employee has lived 
with this person at 
least twelve (12) 
consecutive months. 
<d) Person residing 
int~e household at 
least t',;el':e (12) 
consecucive months. 
\._.- (Any hospital or 
~ursing ~ome time 
to te counted.)mot 
(b) number of 
days necessary. 
(a), (b), 
and (c): 
Time off may 
be granted 
for a reason­
able time at 
the discretion 
of the 
Superintendent. 
(A physician's 
statement will be 
required after 
three (3}consecutive 
days of absence, if 
required. ) 
-~---~--.---~----
- - - -- - - -
~ 
Number of 
days 
deducted 
from 
personal 
leave 
allowance 
with 
deductions 
from salary 
equal to 
witness fees 
for (b) 
proceeding. 
Deducted from 
accumulated 
allowance. 
Deducted from 
accumulated 
allowance. 
Deducted from 
accumulated 
allowance. 
1/200 of 
yearly 
salary for 
each day 
of absence. 
Same as 
above. 
Same as 
above. 
Same as 
'above. 
APPENDIX A· - L2AVlI ALLOWANCE RBGULATIONS 
Entitlement 
Exceeded Or 
A]).ence Not 
Special-Condition Entitlement Deduction. Approved 
- ­ - ­ -1-0-. - PersonaY-Lea~e =- -­ c­ - -­ - c­ '-Max-itrium'- number - '­ '­ - '­ - '- DeduE:Eed - - C - -'­ , c C -" -l/200th o.f_- __- c _ 
Teachers employed in of days per from annual 
the School District year - four allowance salary 
will be granted (4) days. No more 
personal leave each than J consecutive 
year to the extent of personal days may 
four (4) days. be taken. Unused 
Unused personal leave days may be added 
will not be accumula­ to sick leave 
t1ve as personal leave, accumulation. 
but will be added to 
sick leave accumula­
tion to the limitation 
of said accumulation. 
Request for personal 
leave shall be filed 
with the Superintendent 
at least one (1) week 
in advance. Exceptions 
to this procedure will 
be for occasions of 
sudden illness, death, 
or emergency. Personal 
leave will not be granted 
for the instructional day. 
immediately preceding 
or following any 
holiday or vacation 
day, except for 
extenuating circum­
stances beyond the 
control of the teacher. 
No more than two (2) 
personal days per year 
shall be used for 
shopping, hunting, fish­
ing, or personal 
recreational activities. 
(
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AfPBHD:IX A - LBAVB ALLOWANCE REGt1LAT:IONS 
Entitlement 
Exceeded Ox 
Absence Not 
Special-Condition Entitlement Oeductions Appxoved 
- -
- - - - -
11 i -ChHd-rearin~r Leave: - ­ Up to two Up to two 
(a) Child-rearing (2) years. (2) years. 
leave, not to exceed 
two (2) years, shall 
be granted to a 
teacher who has given 
sixty (60) days notice 
of intent to take such 
leave to the Superin­
tendent for the purpose 
of caring for a child 
of the teacher, adopted 
child of the teacher, 
or anticipated adopted 
child of the teacher, 
and who is under one 
(l) year of age or in 
the case of adoption is 
under three (3) years of 
age. The time that the 
leave is to begin shall 
be the beginning of a 
semester, except if the 
teacher chooses an 
earlier date, which 
shall be at the termina­
tion of any sick leave 
used in connection with 
the birth of the child. 
or on the anticipated 
delivery date of such a 
child, or the birth date 
of such child, whichever 
shall occur last. The 
intended date of return 
and the commencement 
date shall be specified 
by the teacher in the 
original request for 
leave. All leaves shall 
terminate at the end of 
a semester. The actual 
time of return may be 
changed provided the 
teacher notifies the 
district at least forty~ 
fi-,e (45) days prior to 
( return date and if 
L approved by the District. 
·. 
APPENDIX A - LEAVB ALLOWANCB lU!lGULA'l'IONS 
Special-Condition Entitlement Deductions 
BDtitlement 
Exceeded Ox 
.Absence Not 
Appxoved 
2 - 2 c ~ - 2 
(b) Such leave of 
absence' ~all coe- -w-ithE)\;l~ _- c _­ _­ - _- _­ _- _­ __­ _-__- _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
payor payment toward any 
fringe benefits by the 
District during the 
leave. 
12. Military Leave: Pursuant to No Pursuant to 
Military Law. deductions. Military 
Law. 
13. Bereavement: Five (5) days Per each 
Limited to persons per year occurrence. 
indicated in 9 above. No 
However, for bereave­ accumulation. 
mentpurposes only, 
grandchildren, aunts, 
uncles, brother and/or 
sister-in-law, daughter 
and/or son-in-law. 
14. Association Days: 
Limited to four (4) 
The Association 
will be granted 
None Four (4) 
days per 
days per year. In four (4) year. 
any year in which Association days. 
a union member holds The President of 
a statewide office the Association 
two days will be shall notify the 
added to the Superintendent 
allotment for a at least forty-
total of six (6). eight (48) hours 
in advance of 
the name of the 
teachers 
utilizing such 
days. 
IS. Emergency Road A unit member who 
Closing Day. travels to Fillmore 
via a route that 
is officially closed 
for bad weather I 
upon notification 
to the District, will 
be excused for that 
day with loss of a 
personal day. If 
the merr.ber has used 
up his/her personal 
days, then a sick day ( 
..nay be used. 
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APPENDIX B· LOCAL MILEAGE 
1.	 Reimbursement shall be made as follows: 
. . . . . .. _... - ... ' - .A: -Personrierrequired -to-transport ch1fciren- to their home·s because of 
emergency situations. 
B. All travel authorized and pre-approved_by the Board and or 
Superintendent. 
c. To be eligible for mileage reimbursement, personnel must first 
request use of a District vehicle and be denied. 
2.	 Personnel utilizing private vehicles in accordance with paragraph 1 above 
shall be reimbursed at the IRS maximum rate in effect at the time of 
utilization of said personal vehicle provided such personnel submits the 
proper paperwork to the business office within ten (10) school days of the trip, 
but in no case later than June 30 of the school year. 
tY.•.~~.<.<,) ~.' 
APPENDIX C . SALARY FEATURES 
Teachers hired without permanent Certification will be required to 
meet State minimum in preparation for Certification for continuation of 
probationary status. 
Effective July 1, 2008, a teacher may elect to be reimbursed for cost 
of required graduate hours (those needed for applicable certification) in lieu of 
yearly pay for approved graduate hours. The District will pay tuition cost up to 
four hundred seventy-nine dollars ($479) per graduate hour upon proof of 
successful completion (B or better). Pass/Fail courses will not be compensated 
for under this provision. Graduate hours for which the District pays tuition 
costs shall not be eligible for graduate hours payment at any time in the 
teacher's future employment with the District. The teacher will commit to 
District employment for three (3) years from each payment for graduate hours. If 
the teacher leaves for reasons other than dismissal (including failure to obtain 
tenure) before three (3) years from the date of payment, a cost may be levied 
against the teacher on a prorated basis. Courses compensated must receive 
prior approval from the Superintendent. The District will payout no more than 
twelve (12) credits per teacher per year under this provision. This clause may be 
applied to undergraduate courses with the Superintendent's prior approval. 
This above provision will terminate on June 30, 2012. However any 
commitment on behalf of the teacher who accepted payment under this provision 
shall survive.!, 
1. (a) Graduate hours earned in each of the noted years will have the 
following values: 
2008-09 $66
 
2009-10 $66
 
2010-11 $66
 
2011-12 $67
 
2012-13 $67
 
(b) Credit to be accepted for salary increment: 
2. All College course credit must be taken at graduate level. 
(a) If the Workshop is sponsored by a College, inservice credit shall 
be granted to correspond with graduate credit offered. 
(b) If the workshop has no College credit, (Le., no sponsoring 
institution) then in-service credit shall be granted on the basis of one (1) credit ( 
for every twelve (12) to fifteen (15) class hours. 
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(c) If the course is sponsored by a College, there shall be no limit as 
to workshop credit given within the schedule. 
(d) If the course is not sponsored by a College, then there shall be a 
limit of four (4) hours of Workshop credit within each ten (10) hours of salary 
credits. -_ __ --------- --------- ------------­
- - -- - - ---- -.- (e) -Unit members may receive credit for courses offered online or 
through Distance Learning. Prior approval of the Superintendent 
is necessary. 
3. Cost of the Workshop, if any to the District, must be paid by the 
individual teacher to be eligible for salary credit. 
4. Teachers who are hired by the District to work on curriculum 
development during the summer recess shall be paid as follows: 
2008-09 $24 per hour 
2009-10 $24 per hour 
2010-11 $25 per hour 
2011-12 $25 per hour 
2012-13 $26 per hour 
€:~. 5. Teachers participating in in-service education programs- during non-
regular school time, shall be paid as follows. 
2008-09 $105 per day 
2009-10 $105 per day 
2010-11 $110 per day 
2011-12 $110 per day 
2012-13 $110 per day 
6. Tutorial work with students who are homebound shall be 
compensated as follows. 
2008-09 $24 per hour 
2009-10 $24 per hour 
2010-11 $25 per hour 
2011-12 $25 per hour 
2012-13 $26 per hour 
The District may hire nonunion members for this service. 
- - - - -
7. A teacher who is hired by the District to provide summer school to 
students will be compensated as follows. 
2008-09 $26 per hour 
2009-10 $26 per hour 
2010-11 $28 per hour 
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- 20iT~1Z - - - - -- - -- '- $28- per hOur - - - - '- C - - - C- - - C- - C- C- - - '- - - - ~ -' - '- - -' ­
2012-13 $28 per hour 
8. A teacher who is hired by the District to provide academic 
intervention services for students in the time when school is not in session, shall 
be compensated as follows 
2008-09 $24 per hour 
2009-10 $24 per hour 
2010-11 $25 per hour 
2011-12 $25 per hour 
2012-13 $26 per hour 
9. Unit members who earned Master's Degrees prior to June 30, 1994­
Degree payments are added to base salary and therefore, increased with each 
new salary agreement, for which a salary increase is agreed upon. Teachers 
hired after that date receive a degree stipend as follows and which does not (:> 
compound: 
2008-09 $645 
2009-10 $670 
2010-11 $697 
2011-12 $725 
2012-13 $754 
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G;;. APPENDIX D . COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE AND EXTRACURRICULAR
 
ACTMTIES 
1. Payments for after hour duties shall be: 
- .- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -- ~ - - ,- ~ - ~ -" - - --'- - -- ­
- - (8.) -Cliaperones for home basketball, wrestling, buses, extra season games, C 
a found-trip basis, shall be paid as follows: 
2008-09 $12.55/hr. 
2009-10 $13.14/hr. 
2010-11 $13.73/hr. 
2011-12 $14.35/hr. 
2012-13 $15.03/hr. 
Chaperoning is open to all secondary and elementary teachers on a rotating, 
voluntary basis. The Superintendent may assign chaperones as needed at his/her 
discretion. Chaperones, as provided for herein, shall also be for Soccer and Volleyball. 
4 60% 4 70% 4 50% 4 50% 4 75% 
i $3,,41 ,$3,914 $4098 i $4,283 I $4,476 : $4,689 ;IARSITYGIRLS26 IENNIS 
Activiy Boys or Girts Level Notes 07-08 08-09 09-10 10.11 11-12 12-13 
1 ATHLETIC DIR BOYs/GIRLS 3666 $3,666 $4184 $4,381 $4579 $4,786 $5,014 
2 BASEBALL BOYS VARSITY $4488 $4695 $4 916 $5138 $5370 $5626 
3 BASEBALL BOYS J. VARSITY $3122 $3266 $3,420 $3574 $3735 $3913 
4 BASKETBALL BOYS VARSITY 55603 $5861 $6137 $6414 $6703 $7022 
5 BASKETBALL BOYS J. VARSITY $3904 $4084 $4276 $4469 $4671 $4893 
6 BASKETBALL BOYS MODIFIED $2170 $2.170 $2170 $2170 $2170 52,170 
7 BASKETBALL BOYs/GIRLS TIMER 1/2 each $2007 $2100 $2199 $2298 $2402 $2517 
8 BASKETBALL BOYs/GIRLS SHOT CLOCK EACH $674 $706 $740 $774 $809 $848 
9 BASKETBALL BOYs/GIRLS SCOREKEEPER EACH $2007 $2100 $2199 $2298 $2402 $2517 
10 BASKETBALL GIRLS VARSITY $5603 55861 $6137 $6414 $6703 $7022 
11 BASKETBALL GIRLS J. VARSITY $3,904 $4084 $4,276 $4,469 $4,671 $4,893 
12 BASKETBALL GIRLS MODIFIED 1699 $1699 $2170 $2170 $2170 $2170 $2.170 
13 CHEERLEADING GIRLS VARSITY $2,809 $2,939 $3,078 $3,217 53362 $3.522 
14 CHEERLEADING GIRLS J. VARSITY $1,386 $1,450 $1519 $1,588 $1660 $1739 
15 SOCCER BOYS VAASITY $3,741 $3914 $4,098 $4,283 $4,476 $4,689 
16 SOCCER BOYS J. VARSITY $2602 $2722 $2850 $2979 $3114 $3,262 
17 SOCCER BOYs/GIRLS TIMER Yz each $889 $930 $974 $1018 $1,064 $1,115 
18 SOCCER BOYs/GIRLS MODIFIED $1,700 $1,779 $1,863 $1,947 52035 $2.132 
19 SOCCER GIRLS VARSITY $3,741 $3,914 $4.098 $4,283 $4476 $4,689 
20 SOCCER GIRLS J. VARSITY $2,603 $2,723 52,851 $2,980 $3,115 $3,263 
21 SOFTBALL GIRLS VARSITY $4,488 $4,695 $4,916 $5138 $5,370 $5,626 
22 SOFTBALL GIRLS J. VARSITY $3,124 $3,268 53,422 $3,576 $3,737 53,915 
23 SOFTBALL GIRLS MODIFIED $1,699 $1,na 51,862 $1,946 $2,034 ! $2,131 
24 iENNIS BOYS VARSITY $4,488 $4,695 $4,916 55,138 i $5 370 $5626 
25 TENNIS BOYS J. VARSITY $3,124 i $3,268 $3,422 53,576 $3,737 $3,915 
- \ 1 I I , 
( 
27 rRACK 
28 TRACK 
29 VOLLEYBALL 
30 VOLLEYBALL 
31 VOLLEYBALL 
-3}- VOL-lEYBAL1- -- - .. 
33 VOLLEYBALL 
34 VOLLEYBALL 
35 VOLLEYBALL 
36 VOLLEYBALL 
37 VOLLEYBAU 
38 VOLLEYBALL 
39 WRESTLING 
40 WRESTLING 
41 WRESTLING 
42 ART CLUB 
43 ARTS FESTIVAL 
44 CaMPED 
45 COMPED 
46 DESSERT THTR 
47 DRAMAELEM 
48 ORAMAELEM 
49 DRAMAHS 
50 ORAMAHS 
51 DRAMAMS 
52 DRAMAMS 
53 EAGLES WINGS 
54 EXTRACURR 
55 FFA 
56 MUSIC 
57 NATHON SOC 
58 PAGE TURNERS 
59 PLAQUECOOO 
60 SADD 
61 SCHLSTC CHLNG 
62 SENIOR CLASS 
63 SPACE 
64 STUDENT COUN 
65 STUDENT COUN 
66 YEARBOOK 
67 YEARBOOK 
68 YEARBOOK 
2. Post-Season Play - The District will pay prorated weekly pay for each 
week of post-season play not to exceed three (3) weeks in which there is a contest or a 
bye beyond the teams first post-season contest. This provision shall apply to varsity 
coaches only. \ 
$4,695$4488 $4,916 $5,138 $5,370BOYSJGIRLS VARSITY $5,626 
$3,124 $3,268 $3422 $3,737BOYS/GIRLS ASSISTANT $3,576 $3915 
$4,289BOYS VARSITY $4,100 $4,491 $4,694 $4,906 5S,140 
$33 $35BOYS LINEMAN $37 $39 $41 $43 
$63BOYS LINEMAN PLAYOFF $66 $73560 569 $77 
BO-YSJGIRlS=- -SCeK-KEEPER -- ::.- - ::.- -- ::.- - - $&,001 $2,WOe -$2298.-$2J990 $2.4D2. -S2,SVc 
BOYSJGIRLS SCBDOPR"rR $669 $700 $733 $766 5801 $840 
GIRLS VARSITY $3,741 $3914 $4,098 $4,283 $4476 $4,689 
GIRLS J. VARSITY $2722$2602 $2,850 $2,979 $3,114 $3,262 
GIRLS MODIFIED $1,699 $1,778 $1,862 $1,946 $2,034 $2,131 
GIRLS LINEMAN $33 $35 $37 $39 $41 $43 
GIRLS LINEMAN PLAYOFF $60 $63 $66 $69 $73 $77 
BOYS VARSITY $5,603 $5861 $6137 $6,414 $6703 $7,022 
BOYS J. HIGH $1,699 $1778 $1,862 $1,946 $2034 $2131 
BOYS TIMER $332 $348 $365 $382 $400 $419 
BOYSJGIRLS ADVISOR $1,231 $1,288 $1,349 $1410 $1,474 $1545 
BOYSJGIRLS ADVISORS 2/EACH $500 $524 $548 $573 $601 
BOYSJGIRLS ADVISOR SCHYR $1376 $1440 $1508 $1,576 $1647 $1,726 
BOYSJGIRLS ADVISOR SUMMER $2,293 $2,399 $2512 $2,626 $2,745 $2,876 
BOYs/GIRLS DIRECTOR $1933 $2022 $2118 $2,214 $2314 $2424 
BOYs/GIRLS DIRECTOR $2455 $2568 $2,689 $2811 $2938 $3078 
BOYs/GIRLS ASSISTANT $1,231 $1,288 $1,349 $1410 $1,474 $1,545 
BOYs/GIRLS DIRECTOR $2946 $3082 $3227 $3373 $3525 $3693 (~ 
>0 ...........
BOYSJGIRLS ASSISTANT $1772 $1,854 $1,942 $2030 $2,122 $2,223 
BOYs/GIRLS DIRECTOR $2455 $2568 $2689 $2811 $2938 $3078 
BOYs/GIRLS ASSISTANT $1231 $1288 $1349 $1410 $1474 $1545 
BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $1,231 $1,288 $1,349 51,410 $1,474 $1,545 
BOYs/GIRLS INVENTORY $500 $524 $573 $601$548 
BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $4,061 $4,248 $4,448 $4649 $4,859 $5,090 
BOYs/GIRLS DIRECTOR $4,910 $5136 $5,378 $5621 $5874 $6,154 
BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR WAS 585 $585 $638 $668 $699 $766$731 
$490BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $468 $514 $538 $590$563 
BOYs/GIRLS $500 $524 $548 $601$573 
$1,231 $1,288BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $1,349 51,410 $1,545$1.474 
$1,231 $1,288BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $1,349 $1,410 $1474 $1545 
BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR SPLlT/2 $5,573 $5,830 $6,105 $6,380 $6,668 $6,985 
$1,231 $1,288BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $1,349 $1410 $1,474 $1,545 
$1,231 $1,288BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $1,349 $1410 $1545$1474 
$1,231 $1,288 $1,349BOYs/GIRLS MIDDLESCH $1,410 $1,545$1.474 
$4,061 $4,248BOYs/GIRLS ADVISOR $4,448 $4,649 $5,090$4,859 
BOYs/GIRLS ASSISTANT $955 $1,0465999 $1,094 $1,144 $1, 199 
$955 $999BOYs/GIRLS PHOTOGRPHR $1,046 $1,199$1,094 $1,144 
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Varsity post-season play for timers and scorekeepers will be~I 
compensated when their work is required at the following rate: 
Divide the season stipend by the number of contests listed below. 
The District will pay that prorated amount for each post-season game, not to 
exceed the games that take p!~C?~ !t!"~~ 1~L~~~!<~_1:l~YQI!q._U1~_6x:a:t pQst-season_ -- - -- ­
- - -contest. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -­
17. Soccer Timer 18 
7. Basketball Timer 20 
9. Basketball Scorekeeper 20 
33. Volleyball Scoreboard Operator 12 
32. Volleyball Scorebook Keeper 24 
41. Wrestling Timer 16 
8. Shot Clock Timer 20 
----- -
APPENDIX E . SABBATICAL LEAVE 
Sabbatical leave will be granted to the instructional staff of Fillmore
 
Central School under the following provisions:
 
--------- ---- -1-; -Leave Wii}be wanted--arter -severr(7) -continuouS-years of service-- - -- --- --- ­
since beginning employment without considering any periods of time of unpaid 
leave of absence. 
2. At the time of leave the staff member will guarantee one (1)
 
Contract year for partial three (3) weeks in summer. If this guarantee is not
 
kept, the salary paid during leave will be treated as a loan to be repaid to the
 
Board of Education on a pro-rata basis for the amount of guarantee and to be
 
honored by the staff member.
 
3. Each leave shall be for three (3) weeks during the period of
 
summer unemployment and shall be compensated at the rate of Three Hundred
 
Dollars ($300.00) per week of approved sabbatical leave.
 
4. No more than two (2) staff members may go on leave time, but
 
during any particular period of summer unemployment under the following
 
provisions:
 
(a)	 Preferably one (1) elementary arid one (1) Junior-Senior High 
staff member at anyone (1) time. 
(b)	 Seniority of the staff member will be considered. 
(c)	 Whether the staff member has had previous leave will be 
considered. In no event shall a staff member be granted 
sabbatical leave more often than every seven (7) years. 
5. The purpose of the sabbatical leave will be for advanced schooling
 
or study tour or travel. An outline of the staff member's plans, purposes and
 
objectives will be submitted with each request, approved by the Superintendent
 
nd forwarded to the Board of Education for Board approval. The approval of the
 
Superintendent and the Board of Education shall solely be in the respective
 
party's discretion based upon his/her or the Board's determination whether or
 
not said sabbatical leave will be beneficial to the teacher's performance at
 
Fillmore Central School. If approval is denied, the sabbatical leave shall be
 
denied.
 
6. All requests for leave shall be made one week prior to the January 
Board meeting. The Board shall notify the applicant within seven (7) days after (_ 
the February Board meeting that the request for a sabbatical has been granted or 
denied. 
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... ·tfb.. j;co, 7. When the request for said leave is made pursuant to paragraph 5 ~ 
above the teacher shall submit to the Board of Education for its prior approval 
the manner and method which the teacher will utilize to meet with and inform 
the Board of Education of the value and the accomplishments of such leave. 
This procedure shall be approved by the Board of Education in advance along 
with approval of the le~y~_~eCl.~~sj:! _tn thc?e.v~~thatJ:,l1.e.-teacheF- shallJail:- to - .• - - - - - .­
- ----- .- ---comp1y-Wftll tnis'=- agreed upOn procedure for indicating to the Board of Education 
the value and accomplishments of the leave, the teacher's salary for the next 
proceeding School year may be reduced to recoup any amounts of money paid by 
the District for said sabbatical leave. 
8. The final decisions regarding all leaves will rest with the Board of 
Education as to whether or not said leaves will be granted or denied. 
9. Only full-time service to the District shall be considered years of 
service for sabbatical leave entitlements as provided for herein. 
"---­
APPENDIX F - SICK LEAVE BANK	 0....~: ..\.:..'"_.:; 
Effective with the new Contract, July 1, 1981, a Sick Leave Bank will
 
be established under the following provisions:
 
-- - - - - - - - - - - l~--The-SlcK Leave-al:1fik~will-ue" an~employer-employe~ agreement. --- -- --- --- -­
The days granted to an individual will come from a pool established by 
participating teachers. 
2. Before becoming eligible for consideration of a grant of sick days
 
from the Bank the following must be met:
 
(a)	 Faculty member's sick leave accumulation must be exhausted. 
(b)	 A loss in time, beyond sick leave accumulation that will result 
in a loss of ten (10) days pay. 
(c)	 Medical evidence that the employee is unable to work. This 
provision is subject to School Physician review. 
3. The maximum number of days anyone will be granted in one (1) 
year is thirty (30) days. ( ._" 
4. The maximum number of days that may be accumulated in the
 
Bank will be three hundred (300).
 
5. Sick leave acquired from the Bank, or those necessitating the
 
loss mentioned in 2 above, shall not be resultant from family illness.
 
6. All benefits from this provision are to stop upon pennanent
 
disability status as determined by the Social Security Administration and the
 
New York State Teachers' Retirement System.
 
7. There shall be five (5) Trustees appointed to operate the Sick
 
Leave Bank; two (2) appointed by the District; two (2) appointed by the
 
Association President and the fifth member determined by the aforementioned
 
appointees.
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APPENDIX G - STAFF USE OF COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION RESOURCES 
BOARD or EDUCATION 
The Board of Education will provide staff with access to various 
computerized information resources through the D!~t.rtcJ~s_CQmp-utej"_sys.tem-- - - - - - - ­
-- -, tDeS herea.fteIf consulting-ofsoftWare; hardware: computer networks and 
electronic communication systems. This may include access to electronic mail, 
so-called "on-line services" and the "Internet." It may also include the 
opportunity for some staff to have independent access to the DeS from their 
home or other remote locations. All school related uses of the DeS, shall be 
subject to this policy and accompanying regulations. 
The Board encourages staff to make use of the DeS to explore 
educational topics, conduct research and contact others in the educational 
world. The Board anticipates that staff access to various computerized 
information resources will both expedite and enhance the performance of tasks 
associated with their positions and assignments. Toward that end, the Board 
directs the Superintendent or his/her designee(s) to provide staff with training in 
the proper and effective use of the DCS. 
Staff use of the DeS is conditioned upon written agreement by the 
staff member that use of the Des will conform to the requirements of this policy 
and any requirements of this policy and any regulations adopted to insure 
acceptable use of the DCS.. All such agreements shall be kept on file in the 
District office. 
Generally, the same standards of acceptable staff conduct, which 
apply to any aspect of job performance, shall apply to use of the DCS. Employees 
are expected to communicate in a professional manner consistent with applicable 
District policies and regulations governing the behavior of school staff. Electronic 
mail and telecommunications are not to be utilized to share confidential 
information about students or other employees. 
Administrative regulations will define general guidelines of
 
appropriate staff conduct and use as well as prescribed behavior.
 
District staff shall also adhere to the laws, policies and rules 
governing computers including, but not limited to, copyright laws, rights of 
software publishers, license agreements, and rights of privacy created by federal 
and state law. 
Staff members who engage in unacceptable use may lose access to 
the DeS and may be subject to further discipline under the law and in 
accordance with applicable collective bargaining agreements. Legal action may 
be initiated against a staff member ~"vho willfully, maliciously or unlawfully 
damages or destroys property of the District. 
Privacy Rights 
Staff data files and electronic storage areas shall remain District 
property, subject to District control and inspection. When there is any indication 
of unauthorized use or abuse of the system or any other action which interferes 
with the proper function of the system, or the rights of other users, the New York 
- - - State Education- Department;-Erie-2 BOCES,.- Fillmore__CentraLSchool,_Qr other -_-_ 
appropriate agencies will be authorized to investigate. Staff should NOT expect 
that information stored on the DCS will be private. 
Implementation 
Administrative regulations will address general parameters of 
acceptable staff conduct as well as prohibited activities so as to provide 
appropriate guidelines for employee use of the DCS. 
The District's computer system (DCS hereafter) is provided for staff 
to enhance the educational programs of the District, to further District goals and 
objectives; and to conduct research and communicate with others. 
Generally, the same standards of acceptable staff conduct, which 
apply to any aspect of job performance, shall apply to use of the DCS. The staff 
member who commits an act of misconduct which is not specifically addressed in 
District policy and/or regulation may also be subject to disciplinary action, 
including loss of access to the DCS as well as the imposition of discipline under 
the law and/or the applicable collective bargaining agreement. Legal action may 
also be initiated against a staff member who willfully, maliciously or unlawfully 
damages or destroys property of the District. 
Staff is encouraged to utilize electronic communications in their roles 
as employees of the District. Staff is also encouraged to utilize electronic means 
to exchange communications with parents/guardians or homebound students, 
subject to appropriate consideration for student privacy. Such usage shall be 
limited to school related issues or activities. (Not including personal use on 
home computers). Communications over the DCS are often public in nature; 
therefore, general rules and standards for professional behavior and 
communications will apply. 
The District's policies and accompanying regulations on staff and 
student use of computerized information resources establish guidelines for staff 
to follow in instruction and in working with students on acceptable student use 
of the DCS, including access to external computer networks. 
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C j Privacy Rights~; 
Staff data files, E-mail and electronic storage areas shall remain 
District property, subject to District control and inspection. The District may 
access all such files and communications to insure system integrity and that 
users are complying with requirements of District policy and accompa!lyjI}g __ .. _ 
- - - - - - - - - regulations-. - Staflsnoufd NOT'€xpeCt~tnafinrorrnatioristored onthe bcs will be 
private. 
Prohibitions 
In addition to the general requirements of acceptable staff behavior, 
activities which shall be prohibited by staff members using the DCS include he 
following: 
1.	 Using the DCS, which in any way results in, unauthorized charges 
or expense to the District. 
2.	 Damaging, disabling or otherwise interfering with the operation of 
computers, computer system, software or related equipment 
through physical action or by electronic means. 
3.	 Installing unauthorized software on the DCS. 
4:	 Changing, copying, renaming, deleting, reading or otherwise 
accessing files or software not created by the staff member, without 
District permission. 
5.	 Violating copyright law. 
6.	 Employing the DCS for commercial purposes, product 
advertisement or political lobbying during the school day. (Not 
aimed at personal use from home.) 
7.	 Disclosing an individual password to others or using others' 
passwords. 
8.	 Sharing confidential information on students and employees. 
9.	 Sending or displaying offensive messages or pictures. 
10.	 Using 0 bscene language. 
11.	 Harassing, insulting or attacking others. 
12.	 Engaging in practices that threaten the Des (e.g., loading files that 
may introduce a virus). 
.:111 
K ....., 
~~-~/13.	 Knowingly violating regulations prescribed by the network provider. 
14.	 Assisting a student to violate District policy and/or regulation, or 
failing to report knowledge of any student misuse/violations of 
computerized information resources. 
- - - -	 ..!.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "- - - ~ - - :- - .:.... ~ - - - ~ -- -- - -- - - - "- ....; "'- =-- - -=- - "- - =- - ~ - - - ~ ­
15.	 Use, which knowingly violates any other aspect of School District 
policy and/or regulations, as well as local, state or federal laws or 
regulations. 
Any user of the DCS that access another network or other computer 
resources shall be subject to the network's acceptable use policy. 
Sanctions 
When there is any indication of unauthorized use or abuse of the 
system or any other action which interferes with the proper functioning of the 
system, or the rights of other users, the New York State Education Department, 
Erie 2 BOCES, Fillmore Central School, or other appropriate agencies will be 
authorized to investigate. Violations may result in a loss of access to the DCS 
and/ or disciplinary action. When applicable, law enforcement agencies may be 
involved. 
Notification 
All staff will be given a copy of the District's policies on staff and 
student use of computerized information resources and the regulations 
established in connection with those policies. Each staff member will sign an 
acceptable use agreement before establishing an account or continuing their use 
of the DCS. 
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AGREEMENT FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT STAFF USE OF COMPUTERIZED 
INFORMATION RESOURCES 
In consideration for the privilege of using the School District's 
Computer System (DCS), I agree that I have been provided with.a copy of the . 
.. - - _. -Disfrkfs polfcles 6nstarnise orcompuferiied information-iesciurces-arid -the-· - .- . _.... 
regulations established in connection with those policies, I agree to adhere to the 
staff policy and the regulations. I shall report all student violations of the 
District's policy on student use of computerized information resources to District 
officials. 
I understand that failure to comply with these policies and 
accompanying regulations may result in the loss of my access to the Des and 
may, in addition, result in the imposition of discipline under the law and/or the 
applicable collection bargaining agreement. I further understand that the 
District reserves the right to pursue legal action against me if I willfully, 
maliciously or unlawfully damage or destroy property of the District. 
Staff Member Signature 
Date 
School/Building 
( 
........
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